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ABSTRACT
Building high end processing hardware for depth mapping in mobile robotics is a major drawback. The problem could be addressed by processing the
scene through one end and then streaming it to the other robotic mobile platforms or actuators to perform physical operations; thereby rendering
global depth map for all the arbitrary viewpoints of the robots. In this study, we present the algorithm for compressed transmission of depth maps
over a network and provide a synthetic viewpoint with low geometric distortions.
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INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in 3D display technologies allow incorporation
of depth cues. Furthermore, in free viewpoint video, the viewer can
display the viewpoint as per the dynamic view of viewer’s, rendered
into the video scene. To enable such dynamic synthesis, the depth
information is required to be added in the color video. Therefore,
the new compression algorithm is required to be investigated. The
process of segmenting several feature parts in a digital image is
known as image segmentation. However, these varying features of
the image may represent an object with certain patterns, colors or
textures which in the scenario of image segmentation are required to
extract all these features of the object to in the form of a computable
property to avail the position, depth and geometrical characteristics
of the object in the form of contours. Edge detection and region
detections are the frequent research topic in computer vision and
image processing. The problem in this scenario lies with the changing
boundaries of the object leading to bestowing varying illumination
of light intensities and thereby making the processing for object
detection fail miserably.
The previous work on depth encoding mechanism involves various
classical transformation based encoding mechanism like in H.264/AVC
[1]. Later, the HPEG-2000 approach is considered which guarantees
transformation based algorithms [2,3]. However, these methods are
often prone to the ringing effects on the artifacts along the edges,
leading to incorrectly wrapped pixels [4]. Another category of such
depth compression algorithm involves dividing the images into
triangular meshes or platelets [5,6]; this is followed by modeling the
segments by using piecewise linear function and partitioned it in
correspondence to tree structure. The drawback of these approaches
is that it cannot give pixel accurate boundaries for precise object
representation [4,7]. The following approach combines the advantages
of the two and is integrated into a newly modeled algorithm into pooled
contour networks.

Pb system [8] which is widely used by the researchers for contour
detection. For benchmark, the datasets that we used in this study is
BSDS5000 benchmark [8], which is just an extension of the previous
BSDS300 benchmark used commonly for evaluation of contours. It
consists of more than 500 natural images with a pixel resolution of
around 321 × 481. These 500 natural images comprise 200 frames
for training purposes and the rest 100 and 200 for validation and
testing purposes, respectively. In addition, we have also used MSRC2
and PASCAL2008 segmentation datasets [9,10] which comprise 1023
images, characterized roughly with the resolution of 350 × 500. Finally,
we used NYU Depth dataset (v2) which includes 1449 pairs of color
RGB and depth frames of resolution 480 × 640 [11].
Algorithm for compressed depth map video streaming over local
network
The proposed algorithm ensures the representation of the accurate
depth maps continued across the several frames of the given video
sequences compressed by ABLATA algorithm [12-14]. As the contours
offers, an advantage over the information extracted by gradient-based
edge detection technique to give closed boundaries and describe
the complete segment [12,13]. Therefore, the algorithm fills those
segments with networks of contours and hence ideally describes
perfectly the segment boundaries in dynamic environment. The
idea here is to normalize the given RGB color scheme, thereupon
the contours are segmented and finally pooled in together to form a
network of contours which is carried over to the next frames and so
on. The result and the workflow process of the proposed algorithm

METHODS
Experimental setup
The proposed model is prototyped over MATLAB R2012a under
Windows platform. The experiments are conducted over the machine
with hardware configurations of Intel’s seventh generation 8-core
microprocessor, 8 GB RAM giving a fine clocking speed of 2.7 GHz.
For evaluation purpose, we have used the publicly available Global

Fig. 1: Sample result of the compressed depth map created by
the proposed algorithm from the given input video sequence and
facilitating sharing the mapped data over a network
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are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively, also the algorithm for the
same is given as:
Algorithm: Compressed Depth Map Streaming
Input: Video sequence with N frames, each frame is characterized with
m ×n RGB standard image, where m and n are the row and column of
the given image.
Output: Coded contour networks.
Step 1: Normalize RGN channels
Loop: for i to m
Loop: for j: n//RGB normalization to rg scheme
ri,j=

R

( R+G+B)

g i,j=

Fig. 2: Flow chart of the proposed algorithm depicting the
workflow process

G
(R+G+B)
end

end
Step 2: Segment block patches:
a
for ri,j to m’
for gi,j to n’
if (B³ M ≤ ∑M P(ri,j , g i,j )) //To sample pixels P
{
γ

M
Yedges = P(edge rg ,min
 Y - DX F //for creating sparse matrix

b

DX

else
γ

M
Yedges = P(edge rg ,min
 Y - DX F //for Matching Contours

DX

}
Step 3: Create pooling of contour entries and coded into contour
networks

Fig. 3: (a) Comparison plot of depth map compression ratedistortion curves for the three types of the compression schemes,
(b) compression rate-distortion curves between the JPEDG - 2000
and the proposed depth map compression schemes for the same
synthesized virtual viewpoint
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Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is used to gauge a rough idea of
encoding quality. As the depth map resort to synthesize virtual
viewpoints. As shown in Fig. 3a, the rate distortion curve during the
compression for encoding the depth maps by the proposed method
and that of cited in the literature reveals efficiency of 78% at about
0.1 bpp. At o.13 bpp, it outperforms the platelet-based technique by
approximately 3.3dB PSNR value. However, the proposed approach
yields a good result for medium bit rates.
Analyzing the synthesis result of compressed depth maps as shown in
Fig. 3b. The difference in visual quality is noted in PSNR value. Here,
the simple distortions in coded depth maps are marginally lower in
comparison to the JPEG-2000 method.

Step 4: End process.

b.

Where, the value M represents the color model of the texture, which is
embarked as low-intensity pixels after the preprocessing. γM and ΣM are
the mean and covariance of the pixel distribution based on intensities in
rg color scheme after preprocessing. Yedge = [y1,y2,…yn] are the imagery
patches from sampled block set BγM, ‖.‖F represents Frobenius norm,
D is the dictionary of all blocks D=[d1,d2,…dn] with size of 5 × 5 pixels
and X is the sparse matrix X=[x1,x2,…xn]. Here, X is used to couple the
several of the pooled contours.

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed approach encodes depth maps and is compared to other
classical transformation based depth map compression algorithm
like JPEG-2000 and platelet-based approaches. Here, the quality of
encoded map is evaluated by comparing the reference image with the
synthesized results and is determined as:

In this study, we presented a novel algorithm for depth map compression
for a video sequence which can be shared over the local network for
performing global scale actuation in mobile robots. It is compared
with the major depth map compression schemes to fulfill the major
requirements for coding the contour networks. Upon compression,
the efficiency of segmenting and pooling the network of contours gives
a better compression rate than the previous methods. In addition,
it encodes network of pooled contours which was not possible in
previous techniques. We believe that the results put forth in this study
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will serve latter stages of perceptual computing and organization for
object recognition.
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